
Have To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Everyone joined in and he ______________________.1. (past/not/ask)did not have to ask

_______________________________ for some feature of the ancient
religious life, not in a modern saint, but in a modern artist or philosopher!
2.

(how often/we/look/?)

How often do we have to look

They ________________ her to remain.3. (allow)have to allow

The north teaches you to think and act right, and you
______________________ that the girl next door's wearing a later mode in
shirt waists than you.

4.

(not/worry)
don't have to worry

One ________________________ for years to make the fingers go up and
down quickly.
5.

(not/work)
does not have to work

Let them be used, then, around statues and monuments, where we
______________________ them.
6.

(not/mount)don't have to mount

Enough of the readers have mentioned improving the quality of the paper
so that I _________________________ on this.
7.

(not/comment)do not have to comment

They had never done any work on earth;
_____________________________ any in heaven?
8.

(why/they/should/do/?)why should they have to do

You ___________________________ me to help me, just don't get in my
way.
9.

(not/agree with)
don't have to agree with

Still, I ____________ something.10. (past/do)had to do

____________________________ wet to rust?11. (why/iron/get/?)Why does iron have to get

It _____________________ particularly reasonable.12. (not/be)doesn't have to be

Without even a bit of string, a pocket knife, or even a match on his person,
_________________________________________ from that lime quarry pit?
13.

(what chance then/he/past/escape/?)
what chance then did he have to escape
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___________________________________ for, anyway?14.
(what/you/always/write/?)

What do you always have to write

Fortunately I _______________________ there this time.15. (not/put up)don't have to put up

Yet seeing that I _____________________ them of aught that they have
done amiss, but rather to take care that they do it not, I will even speak my
mind.

16.

(not/accuse)

have not to accuse

You _____________________ any longer.17. (not/wait)don't have to wait

I ___________________ away for some time.18. (shall/go)shall have to go

I wish to goodness I _________________ anything to you about it.19.
(past/not/say)

had not to say

___________________ by myself every day?20. (I/sit/?)Do I have to sit
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